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Atheists (Nastikas) - Theists (Astikas)

Everyone knows that Astimeans property that is possessed.  A person who

has properties like immovable or movable   are called rich person. In Sanskrit

language the word   “ Na “ is  used  at the meaning of  the word  “  Kadu “  in

Telugu  language.    A person who is not very rich(Asti)   will be called with the

word ‘naasti’ (not rich).  If we add the letter ‘na’ with the Astika(rich) it will

become Nastika. Nastika means a person who doesn’t have any property. In the

present generation   the terms of Nastika (Atheist)and Astika(Theist) are not

using to describe the person who doesn’t have   property and the person who has

property respectively.  The person who believes in the existenceof God iscalled

Theist; the person who doesn’t believe in the existence of God is called Atheist.

If we think deeply, a person who questions about the matters of God in

accordance with either science or reason calledan Atheist.  A person who believes

andpractisesblindly iscalled Theist.   On the other hand people who wear redcolour

clothes are called Theists and the persons who take up the red colour flags are

called Atheists. Nowadays peopleare divided intoAtheists andTheists. Theists who

talk about the differentiation of castes will be criticized by the Atheists. In the

same way Theists criticize the matter that is said by Atheists.   In this way both

Theistsand Atheists   have been scolding or criticizing each other by forgetting

the reasoning of science.

Theists are used to criticize   Atheists without seeing if there are any scientific

reasons in the matter which they have talked   and in the questions they have

asked. In the same way Atheists criticize Theists   without seeing the scientific

reasons in the matter which they talk about.  Between these twoarguments,

common man is notable to decide by confusing whom to follow.  The person   who

has thought well can see the purity in somematters inAtheists. But in some matters

theirargument doesn’t   match.  In the same way if we see Theists though some

matters are real, in some matters thereis no reality.   Those who don’t  see the

God  or  know the  God  and  those who can’t  experience the God  have been

saying that  they have seen the God.  Theirwords arecompletely unreal and

unscientific.  In this matter we can support Atheist instead of Theist.

The great magician JadugarAnand hadmade anelephant disappear in front

of people with his power of mantras.  From this we can support the words ofTheists

that “Mantras”exist in the world by condemning Atheists argument that Mantras
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do not exist.  In this way some reality   and some unreality exist in the two

categories of people.  As these two classes contain some truth and some untruth

and at last both have goneinto the same result   and are not able to show the

right way to the society instead of they have been confusing the society. From

this we can say that these two ways belong to one class. Everybody knows that

there are quitedifferences between Tigerand Cow in their food and lifestyle.   These

two are belonged to the different classes.  Let us assume an example.   A cow is

seen somewhere and Tiger is seen in some other place. Even thoughwe have

seen  Cow  and  Tiger  with a difference   when we know  that  tiger is not actually

tiger, but  it is a cow which is covering  tiger skin , we can say that both belongs

to  same class.

As we know  cows and tigerswhich are in disguise of   cows are the same ,

now  we should have to consider  whether  the people  in the society  are  Atheists

or Theists  orAtheists who seem to be  Theists.  Who are Theists?   Who are

Atheists?   Can we call thepresent twogroups together as Atheists or Theists?  To

know   the answer for the above question first we    should define Atheistsand

Theists and then we should decide theabove people according to the definition.

Everybody knowsthat there are software andhardware in the computers.

There is no software withouthardware and there is no hardware without software

in the computers.  In the same way there is no world without subtle and physical.

Similarly thereis no person without either subtle or physical.  As the computers

contain hardware and software   in the same way a person contains   both subtle

parts and physical parts.  The physical part of man is   the body.  The subtle partis

Atma.  The physical part of body contains 24 parts and Atma which issubtle exist

asthree parts.  Physical meansthat is visible and subtle means that is invisible.

Similarly   the world contains both visible wealth and invisible wealth.  We call a

person  rich byseeing his   property, but we have to call a person richperson by

seeing his invisible property.

In the olden days  we could call a person   “ Theist “  in accordance with

his wisdom like wealth that is invisible  and the person who is without having

wisdom like wealth  is called   “  Atheist”. The visible property can be stolen

bythe thieves and can be eaten by the insects but no one steals  and no insect

eats the property of wisdom.The worldly properties are temporary and it won’t

comealong with us after our death.   But the property of wisdom ispermanent
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and it will come along with Jeeva after death.   Therefore inthe olden days a man

can be called Theist and Atheist accordingto theproperty of wisdom.  If we count

in this way  about who are  Atheists  and who are  Theists , in any way   the

people  who don’t believe  in God,  don’t have any wisdom,  so  it can be said

easily  thatthey are Atheist. They accept themselves as Atheists.

There is problem inrecognizing Theist whohas wisdom of property.  The

People who saythat Goddoesn’t exist are like the Cows that are appearing.   On

the other way there is big problem in recognizing the Cows that are in disguise of

Tiger.  Those the lords  of  Peettas, who say  that they have  seen the invisible

God,  those  Gurus who say that  they  show  the God to you,  and those  Swamis

who  propagate by saying   that  God comes  into their body  and talk to you for

showing mercy  and  the Babas  who say  that  they  themselves are the  Gods

and many devotees are now acting as  Theists. If we see  in accordance with the

property of wisdom ,   99 % of people  are  without  having property of wisdom

and so we can call them  Atheists without having  property.  The people who

saythat they have property ofwisdom despite they do not have property can be

called cows which are in disguise of tiger bycovering the skin of tiger.  In this

generation   one person outof a thousand only possesses the wisdom of property;

so many personsare Atheists in accordance with themethod of reason.   It is

wonder to say that  all  Swamis , teachers , the lords of  Peettas ,  Babas and big

devotees   are  Atheists  but it is true .   The persons who have true wisdom of

wealthmay rarely exist as one out of a lakh or crore.   If we call them Theists, it

is meaningful.

Some  may question me  “  you are saying that those  who don’t believe

inGod  are  the visible  Atheists  and   who  are saying openly that  God  exists  are

really the invisible  Atheists   but they are existing   as Theists.  With what proof

you say about the big Swamijis,  Babas , the lords of  Peettas  are  Atheists.     Is

there anyproof thatthey do not contain wisdom ofwealth?”.  The answer for this

question is!According to BrahmaVidyaShastra living human beings do not know

the God.  Even though man doesn’t know theGod, God revealed the wisdom of

divine with the scientific way for man.  In the Bhagavad-Gita that is

BrahmaVidyaShastrathe wisdom of divine iscompletely revealed.  But thosewho

talkwithout scientific outlook     do not have wisdom of wealth.

In the Gita there is a saying that Vedas are the models of dispositions.  If

we leave them we will get the right way.  It can be said that   those who give
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much importance to Vedas do not have wisdom of wealth.    God   should not be

known by doing external sacrifices or by reading Vedas or by giving charity

or by doing penance is said in the Gita. But  contrary  to this  Swamis

have been doing  sacrifices as  greatly,  the lords of  Peethas  have been

reciting  Vedas ,  the  Gurus have been doing penance and the devotees

have been doing charities  are  the persons who are  misled.  Are they

really Atheists who do not have wisdomof wealth? Those  who preach  against

the Brahma VidyaShastra,  those  who areunable  to answer  the doubts of

people, those who are unable  to answer  with the reason  are  Atheist   though

they seem to be Theist.  It is not right  to say  that those who believe inthe God

are Theists  and  those  who doesn’t  believe inthe God  are  Atheist. Those who

do not have wisdom of wealth are not Theists, but only Atheistsare the right

meaning.  He, who doesn’t have wisdom of wealth though he is great Swamiji,heis

Atheist.

We can say about a person by seeing his visible property as he is rich or he

is not rich.   Some people mayquestion how we can recognize a person asAtheist

or Theist in accordance with his invisible wisdom of wealth.  For that questionanswer

is! For knowing about the invisible wisdom of wealth, first God’s Dharmas must

be known.  God’s dharmas are in  the Bhagavad- Gita only.   If we know theDharmas

in the Gita   then only the matter of Jnanagni(the fire of wisdom) which is said in

the Gita is understood.  The fire of wisdom thatwas told in many circumstances in

Gita is only called  the invisible wisdom of wealth.  Gita saysthat theperson who

possesses the fire of wisdom iscalled trueSanyasi (one who renounces)   or the

true Yogi.   One who doesn’t have wisdom of fire though he is great Swamiji,

he is calledunreal Sanyasi   or unreal Yogi.

The physicalwealthfulfills the needs of man and makes him happy.   In the

same way   the wisdom of wealth will end the karmas of man by giving  liberation.

It is said inGita that through Jnanagni all karmas will be burnt.

(Jnanagnisarvakarmanambhasmasat).  The person whoknows the dharmas

ofGita and follows them musthave wisdom of wealth.  One who doesn’t follow

theDharmasof Gita   doesn’t have   wisdom of wealth.  ‘’ So manySwamis and

Gurus   have been preaching the Gita sonicely ‘’.   But they are called Atheists by

you. Some persons may ask us, haven’t they known the dharmas?  For this our

reply is! It is mistaken to consider a person that he knows the Dharmas by mere

reading the Gita.  If they have known thedharmas how can they perform the
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external sacrifices?If they have known the dharmas, why theystudy Vedas?  Those

who worship   the demy-Gods otherthan Paramatma, how can they know about

dharmas?

If dharmas are not known, wisdom of wealth doesn’t exist.  One who knows

the dharmas will followthe Dharmas andcan appear specially.  We cancall only

that person Theist or one,who has wisdom of wealth.  For wanting wisdom of

wealth one must have the divine dharmas.    Dharmas only appear in the practice.

So, we can easily identify a person who has wisdom of wealth in accordance with

his practice. The person, who behaves according to thedharma in the

society,though he is not Swamiji, he is considered realSwamijiand

realTheist. Similarly the person,who doesn’t follow dharmas in the

society,though he is Swamiji,he isnot considered realSwamiji. Buthe is

considered only realAtheist.

If you want to know the difference between Theistsand Atheists, first you

should know intricate dharmasof Gita.  If youknow these dharmasandpractising

it, youyourself can  convert to Theist who have wealth of wisdom. Besides, we

can also recognize Atheists who are under the coveringof Theists.  We can open

the eyes of those, who consider themselves  Theists by stamping them as Atheist,

who saythat God doesn’t exist.  We can proclaim   that  the person who  doesn’t

practise Dharma of divine  though he  knows Dharma, he  never  become  Theist.

But he has to exist as Atheist.

Nowadays   Rationalists  think that their own decision is correct by making

afence like boundary around them and say that   spirituality is illusionary. They

strike offspirituality as it is associating with the belief.  They say that spirituality

is not related to the science.    We want thosepeople to think again once more.

They maysay like that   becausethey haveseen  many fictitious matters of the

Mythological tales in the theism.   But if you think deeplyspirituality itself is a big

science.   Among the six Shastras, spirituality isvery great and it is the   sixth

Brahma VidyaShastra.  Shastra alwaysassociates with the doctrines.  The doctrines

are in the form of science.   So, spiritualitythat associates with the doctrines

iscalled science.

Theists of today tell thatsomething willhappen bydoing external sacrifices

(Yagnas)   is superstition.   It can be condemned by the Rationalist.  The same

Yajna is daily taking place in the body.   By saying that material Yajna is taking
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place daily in the body   is the scientific saying in accordance with the doctrine.

The Rationalist mustconsider how this material Yajna is taking place.  Even though

material Yajna which is taking place is connected with the science, striking off it,

as it   is superstitionwithout knowing fact is   denying the science, whichis not

known to us.  So Rationalists, who associate with the science have to condemn it

by exploring for the evidences, are better. Those Rationalists who condemnblindly

itas belief can be described havingthe superstitions.  If the Rationalist blindly

condemns withouthaving scientificoutlook, they will be superstitious

persons.Those personswho support thetruth in accordance with science

must condemn theuntruth in accordance with science.

So we should not strike off thespirituality asit is not the science and must

be known that it was born from the science.   Dharma has taken birth from the

spirituality.   According to the science each and every thing contains itsown Dharma.

The doctrine is born from the spirituality.   According to the science Shastra

isassociated withthe doctrines.   The subject that is proved in accordance with

the science   is called Shastra.

The gravitational power of earthis its own   Dharma.  If that Dharma is

found, itbecomes theDoctrine.  If that doctrine is practiced, itbecomes the

Shastra.   Dharma existsfrom beginning of the creation.  If it isdiscovered, it

becomes the doctrine.  If it is practiced, it becomes Shastra.  The earth’s power

of gravity   is the Dharma from the beginning.  It became adoctrine when the

person calledNewton discovered it.   That doctrine is gettingon topractise.  So   it

must be known that Shastra must be carried out. Its firstname was

Sapam(curse),Sapam must be carried out.  Sapam has transformed itself into

Shastra.   The Rationalist haveto think thismatter in different angles for finding

the truth  whether itis superstitiousbelief or it is bound to Shastra.

Belief is like an attribution.  Attribution can be truth or it can be

untrue.  Even the belief can become true or it can be untrue.  If belief

becomes untruth it comes under superstition.  If it becomes truth it binds

to Shastra. But you should not strike off the belief.  Many realities depend on the

belief only.  For example, though theparents are trustworthy,  it is true.  This is

said as bound to Shastra.  In the same way Caste and Religion are trustworthy.Ifwe

investigate about caste and religion, those are untrue.   Therefore we can callthose

superstitions.   Belief may be superstitionor bindsto Rationalism.  So I am revealing
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that don’t strike off the belief instantly andthat matter can becondemned when it

is not proved.

Maanamu means measurement.  The prescribedmeasurement of substance

iscalled Parimanam.  If we say about the time it can be called Kalamana(time

measurement).  In the same way   if we see the humans, they have some status

and greatness.  The status andgreatness are indifferent measures to each person.

Even somedifference exists inthe greatness or in the value about the person to

person.In many matter if breakdown befalls onhis value   then he says that he

lost his honour(maanamu).   Here if he lost the maanam means his value has

decreased. In this way in many matters theterm mana (value)is being used very

well.  We have been saying about the honourthat is given to a person according

to his value as respect.  The people who do not have value and respect arealso

inthis world.   If value exists respect also exists. If value doesn’t exist respect

also doesn’t exist.  If we know deeply about the state of value, that exists like

this way.

If a person is compared by giving more honour than his existing value   is

called Abhimanam(affection).   When one’s value is not recognized and unable to

understand, whether value exists in him or not, what we felt about him is called

Anumanam(suspicion). The measurement that is known fixedly iscalled

Parimanam(size). If the respect of a particular person is compared more than

what he has, it is said asaffection (abhimanam). If the respect of person is

compared less than what he have, it is said as insult(avamanam).If onedoesn’t

guess the respect of person itis said assuspicion (anumanam).  It is natural

that everyonehas thesethree values eitheron the person or on the thing.  Some

people may question here.  That is!   A person may have these three manas

according to their behavior, but how can a thing contain this.  The answer for this

question is!

Non – living things also have respect, affection, insult and suspicion.  For

example if we see an idol,   it will have some value in the society.  It is called

themana of that idol.  As that idol is worshipped by some people,so it can be said

that some have respect on the idol.  1)  The Muslims areagainst the idol worship

by low estimation. So it can be said that they are insulting the idol. 2)  Some

persons have beenworshipping theidol greatly.  So it can be said that they have

more   affection. 3)  Atheistdoesn’tunderstand value of idol and strikeoff its worship.

So it can be said in the Atheists suspicionremains on the idol.  In the same way
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some people doubtand insult the humans without estimatingtheir value. Similarly

someare getting   affection.   If we see according to this, there are different ways

for recognizing the values of other persons. In accordance with these ways insults,

affections and doubts are coming to proof.

We can differentiate humanbeings into three classes according to the value

of measurement that is given to others like living and   non-living.   1) People who

insult. 2) Peoplewho love. 3) People who doubt.  We called these   three classes

as abuser,extoller and criticizer.  People whoinsult are the abusers, people who

are affectionate are the extollor   and people who doubt are the criticizers.  In

other way people who insults and abuses are called Atheists.  People who

areaffectionate and worship by praising arecalled Theists.   People who doubtand

criticize arecalled Rationalists.  In the case of  human beings  we  say about them

in another manner like Dhushana(  abuse) , Bhushana (praise), and  Tiraskara (

reject or criticize) but  in the matter of  God  it can be said as  Atheist , Theist  and

Rationalist (criticizers) respectively.  Rationalist is always in betweenTheist and

Atheist.  If they know the rationality in the matter of God they may convert

toTheists.  If they do not know the rationality they may convert toAtheist.

If manexists thenonly we have affection, insult and suspicion on him.

Similarly, if Godexists then   theism, atheism and rationalism exist towards him.

In the Universe, man is visible.  But God is invisible.  Nowadays   let we describe

howa man possesses the feeling of theismand Atheism towards God.   In present

generation  those who don’t  know about  the God,  who  the  God is ,  what  the

greatness  of  God is, what  the meaning of  God is and what  the size of  God  is

, have been  behaving  like Theists   in the society.  Because  of  we created

different  demy- Gods in the place of  God and propagate them as true God , we

areunable  to understand  who is the real  God.  As somany Swamiswho exercise

authority do not know about the Bhagavad-Gita that is BrahmaVidya as it is

among the six Shastras.  They are nottaking Bhagavad-Gita asthe standard book

for the Brahma Vidya and they do not know the matter of real God.  Those who

do not knowabout the matters of God that are boundto the science are propagating

their teachings in so many ways results in, theword God becomes meaningless.

As every preacher teaches his own teaching   results in, every person  lost

coordination among them.  As so many swamis taught in accordance with their

liking without seeing  whether their teachingsare bound toscience   resulted
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fixed standardsare not known for divinity.  So many do not know   that

ignorance is in the name of wisdom and the representatives of Maya who

are againstthe God are in the name of Swamijis. Those  who are  teaching

the  illusionary theories  in the name of  divinity though  they  are  named as

Theists, they are  Atheists who do not  have  wealth of  God.

Those, who have thinkingpower question themselves by seeing theism,

which is defective that whether it isdivinity?  Who is God?   But, they are not

getting rightfulanswer fromthe Theists and they themselves stamped as Atheists

and say that God doesn’t exist.  The Atheists   do   not consider about the

theismwhether the meaning of it is the existing manner.  Though theexisting

persons arenaming asTheists,   they do not know that they are practising atheism.

The Atheist is   mistaken   by thinking that Swamis and devotees are Theistswithout

thinking about the definite meaning of Theist. If we know that God exists asone,

then   God have value.  If man knows the valueof God then he has respect.

According to the principle if value exists respect exists.  If the greatness of God

isknown, we will respect him.

If we compare thepersons who are liked by us withGod withoutknowing

about the God,    we do not have attention to the real God.Theists, who do not

know about the God, are not having wisdomof wealth.  So they are also Atheists.

In one way both Atheist and Theist is   belonged to same class.  That means both

do not have wisdom of wealth.  One kindis Atheists who is named asTheists have

been rejoicing by   filling the   bag with the mud as it is money. Another kind is

Atheists, who have been holding the empty bag and say that we do not have

money, so   money is no need for us.  In this way   Atheists and Theists belong to

one class, but the Rationalists differently exist.

Rationalists connect every matter with the science andsay what they know

is only the science.  In the matter of God,  they say  that  they agree  in accordance

with the science rather than Atheists and do not agree with anything which is  not

in accordance with the science.    They have beenstriking off the mattersof Godand

spirituality as it is not the science and only depends on the belief.  They sayif God

is proved in accordance with the science then only they believe in the God. They

won’t be accepted by anyone. But Rationalists didn’t   think   that whether they

made people disapprove the existence of God in accordance with the science.
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Theists do not make Rationalists accept about existence of God, because of

Theists   do not know about the Shastra (science).   It is not correct to say by

Rationalist  that God is not bound to the reason.Now theMythological tales that

are told by Theists do not come either to the proof or to the science. Though

Rationalists argument is right aboutthe existence of spirituality and God in

accordance with the Mythological talesthat it is not the science,here some questions

may arise.  Those are!

As  Rationalists  who say  that  the words of Theists  are disprovable  beliefs

only , so    why not they explore  the spiritual matters  and  why not say  that it

won’t be  substantiated by  their  research ? As always denying the words of

Theists as the beliefs only  why not  they see forthe reasoning of science that is

not known to them?  Why not they explore the matters in the Bhagavad-Gita

scientifically that is named as Yoga Shastra?Do the rationalists who named

themselves as scientists know  the six shastras?  By saying that Shastras are

only four, is it not the superstition of Rationalist?

The eighteenPuranas (Mythological tales) may be condemned. But,   can

Rationalist condemn the six Shastras?  As the six shastras areentangled with

each one, arethey denyingthe connection according to the science?   As Rationalists

who saythat Bhagavad-Gita is fictitious, can prove thematters in theGita as not

the science?  Rationalists say that they knew biology, but why they condemn   the

matter of Jeevatma? Rationalist have beensaying answers with imagination to

many questions without knowing truth,   are they not superstitious?

People who have some kind of devotion are misapprehended  that they are

Theists.  In the same way people who have known some matters in the form of

scienceare misapprehended that they areRationalists.  As Theist didn’t know

whatthe real wealth is,similarly Rationalists did not know the real reason of binding.

From this we can conclude that Atheists of today are not the Atheists.  Similarly

Rationalistsof today are not the Rationalists.  All are waste people.  If we know

the matterswhich are bound to science and question the Atheists and Rationalists

of today then   they become real Atheists and Rationalists.  At the outset of

creation thefirst born Shastra wasthe Divine Shastra.   We can call it

BrahmaVidyaShastraor YogaShastra. The first born science is related to the God.

So God himselftaught to the Sun planet.  Sun appearsas the firing planet.  That

is his physical appearance.  Every living entity has subtle body.    It grasps the

matter, so it is called Graha (Planet).
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The Sun planet grasped the first born divine science and revealedman on

the earth. The Shastra (science), whichcame first through the Sun to the earth,

is YogaShastra. Bhagavan Sri Krishna revealed thatagain in the end of Dwapara

Yuga.  At a later time the remainingfive Shastrashad  come out from the memory

of man. The five Shastras which had comeout from manare related to the mundane

matters.   Later the Vedas, Upanishads and Mythological taleswere made.  The

Vedas which came after theShastras    stand as the model of dispositions in the

head of man.These Vedas have stood as invisibleenemy to YogaShastra.  It made

man misapprehend by makingillusionaryopinion that God should be known through

Vedas. Man has run after Vedas which is generated from the Prakruti by leaving

Yoga Shastra that is generated from the God.  From the previous days    man

hasdigested the Vedas as it is superior to any Shastra andhas forgotten the

Divine Shastra. Still today,   so many Swamijis do notcount the Bhagavad-Gita,

whichis saidby the divine and worship the Vedas.

Here readers may get a question.  That is!   Shastras were born before the

Vedas.  Among the Shasras, YogaShastra   was born very first. After that Vedas

were born. Why Vedas which were not existed before were mentioned in the

Gita? As Veda was mentioned in the Gita, so it is knownthat Vedas wereexisted

before the existence of Gita. According to this, one may question us that your

words   such as Gitawas born at the outset of creation,   after wards   Vedas had

taken birth wouldbe untrue.  For that our reply is!  At the outset of creation Gita

that is YogaShastra wasborn beforeeither Veda or five Shastras which are related

to Prakruti,was born.

At the beginning theShastra that was told by the God was called YogaShastra.

At that time YogaShastra was not called Gitaor   Bhagavad-Gita.  Because of

thatShastra was not told by the Bhagavan, so the name as Bhagavad- Gita didn’t

exist.  At the first inthe said Yoga Shastra,Vedas were not narrated.  On those

days,in YogaShastra the matters of divine only exist.  Men who did not know its

greatness gradually were fallen into the netof Vedas by leaving the mattersof

YogaShastra.  At the end of Dwapara Yuga, theDharmas of Yoga Shastra that was

told by God were endangered.  Man had forgotten the Divinedharmas by growing

interest in Vedas.  In those days, the saints, mendicants and those who do

penancestarted topractise Sacrifices,charities, studyof Vedas andPenance. At that

time God started to reveal his Dharmasagain for making all people know and

11
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protecting the Dharmas.   In that attempt   Bhagavanrevealed YogaShastra in the

form of Bhagavad-Gita at the end of Dwapara Yuga.

In the Dwapara Yuga,   Arjuna, the human was told. So the teller was also

a man. Because of the divine portion   was born as Sri Krishna, who was Bhagavan.

As Bhagavansaid YogaShastra in the Dwapara Yuga, so it was called  Bhagavad-

Gita.  At the beginning of creation,   Sun wastold YogaShastra.   In that discourse

Vedaswere not mentioned.  On those days there was no need for mentioning the

Vedas, which did not exist.  Gradually by changing of   time,   Vedas were bornand

its influence hadincreased.So in Bhagavad-Gita Vedas were mentioned.   Despite

hesaid thatVedas were the models of Maya, human beings were not inthe mood

tohear his advice.

While teachingBhagavan showed his Universal form for revealing his divinity

despite  he  wasBhagavan, people should not  count his word  because ofthey

considered him a  man only.  Among the chief words in the said matters fromthe

Universal form, the word  God isnot known by the Vedas is clearly stated. At the

outset of creation, when Sun was told YogaShastra, God didn’t show the Universal

form.  On that day there was no need, so God did not show the Universal form.

Similarly he did not say about Vedas, because of  there was no necessity on that

day.

5160 years back, Bhagavantold YogaShastra  second time in the Dwapara

Yugaand itwas namedas Gita.  At the outset,   the name of Gita did not exist.

The reason fornaming as Gitais!Man was taking refuge inthe Vedas and the

Mythological tales in the name of wisdom by leaving Yoga Shastraand was

misleading.  For averting man itwas namedas Gita asit is your boundary.  It is

said that   by making a boundary man should not be moved in accordance with

his liking in the matters of God and not go to the way of Maya. It is   told that   if

one walks in the line of boundary he should reach the destination.   In this way

the boundary that is made is called Gita.

As the boundary is drawn, so if man lives within the boundary then life will

have meaningand the ultimate goal.  Whatthe Gita is and what the boundary line

is and forwalking within that line without crossing over, how we have to live is

revealed.  If that is not knownthere is noaim in the life. It is revealed in that.  In

the forest likelife there are trees like Vedas,the Mythological tales like tendrils,

animalslike sacrificesand recitation of mantra and penance like  height and low.

12
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In that forest by seeing   animals, which are walikingtowards theponds through

the   small ways like vows and rules, man is misled as it is theright way.  But   Gita

is the Royal strait way   that makes himcomes outof birth called the forest.  As the

high way road isseen as line in the map of country, in the map of life also the

wisdom is made to drawn as a line of royal way for seeing. Bhagavan   has drawn

theline and made it see, so it became the Bhagavad- Gita.

Are you Theistsor  Atheists?

Eventhough men were revealed the wisdom of divine, gradually man   didn’t

think what was right and wrong without knowing their boundary and became

Atheists.  In that circumstances Godspecially said about boundary line(Gita) in

the name of Bhagavad -Gita.  Though Atheistsare revealedabout Gita, arethey

walking in accordance with Gita?   They are going along with the Vedas which are

said by Maya by getting interest   in so many kinds of teaching.   They are not

practising the aim of Gita at least but they are teaching theVaishnavism, Saivism,

traditionof Kumari worship, tradition of   Achala path,Sidda Yoga and the   traditions

of Guru.   Now in Hindu religion, a society exists which is not knowneven Bhagavad-

Gita.  Besides,  some  swamis  have been teaching  the verses of  Bhagavad-

Gita,  but  they only  teach against meaning  of  Gita.

Some saythat Veda should be taken as standard book.   In Gita,

Bhagavansaid about one God only, but Swamis say about so many demy- Gods.

Bhagavan said in the 23rd verse in the chapter Raja Vidya Raja Guhya Yoga of

Gita thatworship of other deities was not good, by doing so   liberation couldn’t

be attained.But Swamijis who have to teach that word to the people worship the

demy- Gods. God said in the Gita that if any need is raised he could take birth for

protecting the Dharmas. Is it right to the Theists for propagating   aboutRama

who didn’t say the Dharmas as reincarnation of Bhagavan?  Bhagavansaid in Gita

that his birth was very secret   and no one could  understand his birth.

Is it right toworship Rama more than Krishna, as Rama had good conduct

and the conduct of Krishna was not good? In Gitait is said about completely what

thedivinity is, but by not understanding the matters in Gita, those persons who

are practicing vows, are they Theists?  It is said that in the body two

sacrifices(Yajnas)   are taking place.  Are they Theists, who are doing external

13
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sacrifices?    In the   Gita it is said that Yajna meansburning ormaking it ruin.   If

the materials are ruined that is called MaterialYajna. If the sensuousknowledge

isruined that is called JnanaYajna.  But some Swamijis have beennamingtheir

teaching matters as GitaYajna.  Is it right  by  revealing  thatthey have done  so

many times  and  numbering  the discourses  as   sixty four  Gita  Yajnas  or  one

hundred   Gita  Yajnas  for  making  publicity  of them? According to themeaning

ofYajna in the Gita, we haveto burnt Gita many times without its existence.

Can any Swamiji teach Gitaby grasping itas it is made as boundary for us

by theGod? Those who say that they have learned the entire knowledgein Gita

andfeel as omniscient, how can they   say to worship other demy- Gods? As  Gita

has been  teaching   worship  of  other  demy-Gods  is the wrong way,  are they

really  Theists who   say  the methods  about   demy- Gods  as such and such

methods ?   Are they Theists, who  fabricated  the treatise  by describing religious

rites and the manners of worship  and the worship of  Lord  Venkateswarashould

be  according to the tradition of Vykhanasa  and the worship of  Padmavati should

be according to the  tradition of  PanchaRatra?   Is it right to Theists by fabricating

so many deities and makingthe methods of worship to them?  As  Gita had been

indicating  the method  for changing their  written  Karma of  the head is in the

body ,  but  thinking like sin  may  be eliminated  by  dipping in the  sacred Rivers

is against  the  Gita.

In the Gita, the divine wisdom issaid withoutmentioning the mantras.   But

the Gurus have been saying the mantras as initiation is against the Gita.     As

God said in the Gita that he is not known to anybody, but Swamijis whoteach Gita

have been saying thatJeeva isGod. It is mistaken statement.    As in the Gita the

chapter called PurushottamaPrapti Yoga,   verses  like  three Purushas  called

Kshara( to be ruined),  Akshara ( not to be ruined) and   Purushottama   exist, but

those Swamis who  do not describe these three Purushas  whether they theists.

Those who do not recognize  Purushaand  Prakruti,  become illusionary by holding

the Prakrutias it is Purusha,  can becomeAtheists only but not Theists.

Those who prostrate obeisance either tothe tree or to an Ant hill   without

knowing wisdom of Atma   do not become Theists, but they only Atheists.  In this

way,   if we question them fromthe bigSwami tothe small temple priest, in

accordance with the principle   all are Atheists without having wealth called   the

divine money.   Those who say externally that they do not have devotion on God

14
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and God doesn’t exist arethe visibleAtheists. Those who don’t havedevotion

misapprehend others are the   Atheists who are covered the mask of theism.   We

have to move   cautiously  at them.  Else    those who follow them have to spend

the life with the atheism.  For example, let us see a matter.

25 years back, inthe hermitage of a big Swamiji,   so many Swamis

participated in the birth day function.Those Swamis who came there were    the

Sanyasiswho had renounced.   Among them aSanyasi   while speaking    said that

renunciationis the great way.  He said like this way. “Those who lead family

life cannot know wisdom.  For attaining wisdom AdiSankaracharyatook

renunciation and hadworn the saffron colour clothes in younger age.   In

the same way Swami Vivekanandatook renunciation by not marrying.

We also left the family life and taken renunciation.  In the life of asceticism

the divine wisdom can be known without any obstruction and can be

practised.  In the family life it can’t be possible forknowing the divine

wisdom.   That is why many great people   have taken the asceticism.

The people who lead  family life do not know  wisdom butascetics only

know   wisdom.   So in the previous days elders said that householder

must be rebuked andascetic must be praised”.

After hearing these words of Swami, ayoung onehas inspired andtook

renunciation (asceticism) and converted to a Swami by not marrying.  That

youngman heardthe wordsof Swami andthought thatone become ascetic by

wearing the saffron color garbs. In this matter if we see the words of Swamiji

whether    his words are righteous or unrighteous, Bhagavan said   in the first

verse of   the chapter of AtmaSamyamana Yoga   like this.  One who doesn’t

have wisdom of fire (one who doesn’t have wealth of money),   one who

abstains from doing  works is not   real ascetic (one who renounces).

One who does the works without desiring the fruits of karma that is

merit and sin  is called real Sanyasi (one who renounces) and real Yogi.

According to this there is no relation between the saffron color clothes and

the renunciation.  Some people   walkagainast the word of God without doing any

work.  Some do nottalk as they are in vow of silence.   Some do not appearto the

outside as they are in Yoga practice.  It can be known that wearing of saffron

colour garbs means renunciation is unrighteous. So many Swamis donot

understand the divine wisdom in Bhagavad- Gita and they have beenspoiling

others by spoiling themselves.  Nowadays 85% of Hindus do not know about
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Bhagavad- Gita.  Among the 15 %, some have seen Bhagavad- Gita and Some

haveread Gita.   Among the readers of Gita, Swamis arealso there.  But they did

not understand Gita.

So many Swamis do not know about Gita as it is the spiritual standard

book, sothey have beensaying Mythological tales and epics in their teaching.

They do not know that   Mythological tales and epics are not useful for ruining the

karmas but only useful for spending time.  The Jnanagni burns the sticks called

Karma.  Jnanagni is obtained through wisdomof Gita.  One who possesseswealth

of wisdom called Jnanagni is theTheist.  One who doesn’t follow Gita andwho is

not in the boundary of Gita andwalks in accordance with his liking iscalled Atheist,

who doesn’t have wealth of wisdom.  One who doesn’t know theism, how he

becomes Theist?Because of,   those who think that they are  Theists, have to

know first whattheism is.

Some think that they are Theists by learning the Sanskrit language.  Some

people thought ifSanskrit language isknown   wisdom is known.  Some thinks

that Sanskrit language is wisdom.  The language revealsthe substance only.

Whatever language it may be, only knowable information exists in that language.

Wisdom can be known through any   language.  It is mistaken by thinking that

wisdom can be known only   through the Sanskrit language.  According to this it

is mistaken by thinking that those who knowSanskrit are Theists.  Today,  there

are instances like  the learned of many  languages  is  being as Atheist and  the

illiterate  is being  as Theist and a perfectJnani.   One who doesn’t have   wealth

of wisdom despite he has taken birth in the renowned caste and haveSanskrit

languageskills, he is  Atheist.   One who has wealth of wisdom despite he has

taken birth in the mean caste and doesn’t have   Sanskrit language skills, he is

Atheist.

Some Theists   by hearted theSanskrit verses andpractise some principles

in the name of religiousobservance and recite the verses.  People do not get any

wisdom fromtheir practice or from the recitation of Veda.  Some do not know the

meaningof the verses which they learned.  Those who say mantra by turning

towards east do not know why they have to turn towards east.  Those who recite

the mantra by holding their nose do not know why they have to hold the nose.

When mantra is said,   there is principle to hold the nose bynot moving the

breath.   But they do not know the matter, so they say themantra while breath is

moving as it is and simply keep the fingers on the nose.   In this way those who
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think that they are principledTheists have beenmocking others without knowing

their steadfast.   Those who do not know principles of theismand the learned

have beenmocking others isseen in the below Para as an example.

Some  people engages in the religious activities without  getting either

right path,  or  best  guide, or  best  association  and without knowing the

Shastras.

1) A beautiful girl is in the room of palatial building.  She is playing in the water

pond that contains seven colours.

2) The bird that doesn’t have any wings and nose didpenance and swallowed

allfishes in the tank.

3) If we are going on, there is a wall.  A nest is in the wall.   In the nest

apramida(asaucer for oil used as lamp) exists.

4) The  pebble in the shoe, the  bee in the ear, the particle in the eye , the thorn

in the foot,   the struggle in the house  are not  described “

ViswadaabhiramaVinuraVema” .

5) A parrot with five colours is in the 12branched Banyan tree.  In theparrot astar

shines like the fox.  In it secret exists.

6) A  horse gave birth to a sheep  at  the  tamarind tree near Guntur “

Nandamayagurudanandamaya ,  Anandadevinandamaya ‘’ . These are the sayings

of Upanishads and the sentences of Tatwas.   Its inner meaning is their obsequies

(Sraddam).

     If we see the above writings, the author has spoken these words

withoutgrasping their value and   the manner of saying.   He spokethe words only

with suspicion and with mockery.  As  Shastra   said   body is the temple  and the

God is Atma in the body,  but   those who  run after  the stead fast of  Vedic  texts

do not understand  the words of  those who have  wisdom of Atma.  The eyes of

horse which is reined,   is  covered with the plates for not seeing the side view.

That horse, only sees the strait way without seeing any side way.  In this way

those who have blindfolded likesteadfast in the Vedic texts are unable to see

Jnanis except their practice.  The above writings are only belonged to them.

The writer who has written mockingly without knowing the distinctive wisdom in

the workingof body andthe God   is renowned Vedic pundit.   He can be called

Atheist  without having wealth of wisdom.
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Some wentto Kashi for learning the Sanskritand hasrecited Veda.   They   became

Swamijis with the skills in the language.  They look down the people who do not

have skills in the Veda because of they thinkthat one who read Veda is only the

Guru and Swami.  They toldthat Vedasare greatand not made by man(Apourusha).

The meaningof their argument is Vedasare notwritten by man.  God only created

the Vedas.  By sayingthat Vedas are theApourusha,  my argument is   Vedas do

not say about  the Purusha, who is God, so   why not  we understand that it is said

about the Prakruti  that is female.  I am saying that Purusha that is Paramatma

did not say about Vedas.  It is said from the Prakruti that is feminine nature.

According the  5th  verse  of chapter GunaTrayaVibhaga Yoga of Bhagavad-

Gita “  SatwamRajastamaitigunahPrakrutisambhavah “   the three

dispositions called  SatvaGuna, RajoGuna and  TamoGuna  are born from the

Prakruti.    According to the  verse  “  TraigunyaVishaya  Veda  nistraigunyo

“ , in the  Veda  the matters of  three  dispositions are there.  So    you are

advised to relinquish them.   God said thatVedas are originated from the Prakruti.

Are those who say   greatly about Vedas become Theists? Prakruti tookbirth from

me and   it is theMaya that is in the form of Gunas is said in the Gita.  If it is  said

in so many kinds ,  but   those who  take refuge  in the Vedas, which is  the replica

of Maya and  is associated with Gunas,  can   become  Theists ?  In this way if we

describe, today   theism doesn’tappear except atheism in the so called Theist.

Next we describe about the rationalist.

Are you theRationalist? Are you not the
Rationalist?

If weknow completely about a matter or a substance   then it can be possible

for revealing about it.  It can be possible toreveal the loss or gain and right or

wrong in that.  For example  let us think thatone man showed  four kinds of

plants  and said  the names of  such  plants   and  usefulnessof its leaves   for

curing such diseases .   For finding truth we have to know about the plants.    One

who doesn’t hear the name of the plant  and  one who doesn’t  see  the  plant

can’t  say  that  either these are not such plants  or those are such plants.

Similarly,   he can’t say aboutits working.  It can be said that he doesn’t have

right   to speak when he doesn’t have understanding about the matter. One who
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has knowledge about the mattercan speakonly about that matter. One who doesn’t

know must know about the knowledge of matter.

Some speak asthey knoweverything though they have knowledge in some

matters only without knowing remaining matters.  For example one who knows

about the stone, speaks about the gem despite he doesn’t know   is absurd.

Similarly   those   who havestudied the mundane education completelyspeaks

about theeducation ofParamatma is not correct.    Is it appropriate   to speak

about wisdomof God though theystudy Philosophy (M.A. PhD)? If we think over

like this way, if we know completelyabout one matter then only we can speak

with reasons is the principle.  If   we speak without knowing thatmatter doesn’t

bound to the reason.  It can be said if we speak about anything without

understanding thatis only suspicion and not the standard.   The speaking about

anything with suspicion withoutstandard is makinginsult toit.

Hetuvu means reason.   Hetuvada means toask about the real reason.  It

means,   asking the reason in one matter. If explanation isgiven for a reason it

becomes the answer tothe question.   If anyquestion isasked in accordance with

the science it will be reasonable.  Similarly when answer is acceptable to the

science itis bound to the reason.   Because of   while we question anyone and

giving reply, we have to observe whether it is bound to science or not.   Some

may get question what the Shastra is.    The word Shastra (science)

andSasana(charter) were taken birth from the word Sapa (curse).

What told is that must be happened can be called   charter, science and

curse. It is also called Vijnana(Scientific knowledge).   For example the distance

from Bangalore to Hyderabad   is565 K.M, is written on the board.  Knowing

about the distance by reading this  is the knowledge.   After reaching Hyderabad

and see the distance of 565 K. M on the board   bytravelling the distance of

565K.M or knowing anything with experience isVijnana that is the distinguished

knowledge.    It can be said that Jnana (knowledge) is   the detail description and

Vijnana is the experience.   By questioning what the distance   is from Bangalore

to Hyderabad is a question.  One who travel that distance only said decisively

about the answer of that question  whether it is right or wrong.  That is called

Vijnana(scientific knowledge).  One who has the scientific knowledge canknow

the question and its answer.   If we explain this scientific knowledge it will be like

this.
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If we see Vijnanathat is distinguished knowledge bydividing, itis in five

kinds.Another kind exists, which is not known to all.  So   Vijnana can be said as

six kinds.   These five Vijnanaswhich are acceptable to all are named in the

English language asscience for knowing to all.  By saying as science in the English

language and saying asVijnanain theTelugu language is the same.  The science is

proved by the experiment and comes to the experience. The sixth kind of science

existother than the five kinds of sciences. It is called super science.

The sixthscience iscalled YogaShastra or Brahma VidyaShastra.  In English

language it is called Philosophy.  Philosophy means the science of sciences.  In

these days, if the genuine matter among the five kinds of knowledge’s

withscientifically is found and proved then certificateof Doctor of Philosophy   is

awarded.   Then he thought that he has joined in the listof intellectuals.   He

found only a part in the Shastra.   But he is getting degree certificate by thinking

thathe knowsall sciences.   If he has skill in that science and has invented

newmatters in that Shastrathen he will beawarded degreewith doctorof that

science.  My opinion is by naming Doctor of Philosophy is not correct.  Philosophy

specially exists.   It is not related tothe matter that is invented.  But wedon’t

know why intellectuals named like that.   Despite   a new   doctrine is found

byexploring the five Shastrasof Prakruti, it is absurd by   keeping the Ph. D at the

end of name.  Those who   know   Yoga Shastraand find the new doctrines in it

then theycan be called Doctor of Philosophy.

Even though if hekeep thePh.D at the end of his name is no matter like

saying Govinda in the crowd.   But it is mistaken by saying that   he knowsall

Shastras and criticizing the matters inall Shastras.    It is very mistaken tocriticize

the Brahma VidyaShastra, which is super science among the sciences and the

distinguished science among the Vijnanas.  If one matter is known completely

then we can have right toquestion about it.   When wequestion withoutknowing,

it will be essence less question like the stalk of Cholamand the proverb like Calfis

short but stalk is lengthy.   In these days   the intellectuals also think that they

are Rationalists andquestioning YogaShastra   which is not known to them. The

chief principle in their argument is;     belief is not the science. What appears

directly is the science and they only agree with those which are in accordance

with the science. They say that they do not agree with the belief.

They do not know  all  things which are  appearing  is not  true,  but  some

are  true  which  are not visible  and  depends  on the belief. Amongthe visible
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things some unrealities are hiding. In some invisible beliefs, some realities exist.

But Rationalists do not   know that bydisclosing about the hidden factsin the

visible beliefs is the genuine rationalism.   The entire visible things   are not the

facts.  The chief principle in the Rationalism   is, allbeliefs are not untrue.   The

work of Rationalist who is bound to the reasonis condemning thebelief by forming

a boundary in their mind against the principle.

Some may questionthat how visible things  become untruth.  For that answer

is!Moon appears onlyat the size of one feet diameter to all.   But it is not true.   In

the summer,   mirth appears as water exists fullyat the distance of 1 K.M away.

Though itappears to all but that is untrue.  The earth and sky appears to meet at

a point (Horizon), but it is untrue.  All matters which are heard are untrue.  For

example in the   butter cucumber there is no butter.  In the green camphor (This

is the name of white drug, used to cure the eye disease) there is no greenery.   In

some things that are directly appearing and hearing byall, truth doesn’t exist.   In

this way among the beliefs ofman,   all are not trueand all are not untrue.

As the crow thinks about the young ones which are in the nest are its

young ones, but amongthe young one’s black Cuckoo young one may exist.  Though

the young ones areidentical inthe early age,some time later we can understand

those are all not the crows. Similarly   some exposeas Rationalists,but they are

not the real Rationalists.  Among them some argues without reason.  Similarly,

some superstitions are there in the beliefs.   Among the beliefs some great truths

are there.   We don’t agree with the principles of Rationalists like “belief is

notaccepted”.  So here the principle ‘’ belief is not accepted’’is struck off.  Some

beliefs must be accepted.  Rationalism isbound to the science.  So, one who

condemns blindly without reason is not called Rationalist.

Atheists say that God doesn’t exist.  Rationalists saythat invisible God

depends on the belief, but according to the science   belief have no place, so God

is the illusionary creation of Theists.  They say Goddoesn’t exist really.   Besides

they sayabout Bhagavad-Gita, which is named as YogaShastra is fictional.

Rationalists, whoconfine to make accusations, donot lookinto the truth.   They

have been saying that they do not argue with those    who say that God exists.

Rationalists know that if they indulge in the argument they might be entangled

and knowthat they may not make themagree in the argument.   They areunable

to prove that God doesn’t exist in accordance with the science, and not able to

findthe appropriate reasons  and always speaking against Theists.
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The speeches of Rationalists are in the form of questions or in the form of

disapproval only.  Any speech does not exist in the form of reply or not in the

form of descriptive analysis.   Their questionsare!

1) Ifanyone has seen the God,   show us then we accept the God.

2) If God exists   why he doesn’t appear to me.

3) The God and devil are the beliefs only, which are fabricated by Theists. It can’t

be proved.

4)   The Godwho fulfills desires of those who pay prostration but what he does to

those who don’tpray to him.

5) Why doesn’t God punishus if we don’t believe in theGod?

6)   Are those whosay that God exists   not misleading   the people?

7)  They make theirbeliefs in the form of preachingfor imposing on people.    In

this way they have been criticizing.

In these days,  Theists don’t know even YogaShastra that is the sixth Shasta,

and don’t know what its reality is. There is no person available for giving reply to

Rationalists.   For knowing the matter of God   and knowing about the philosophy,

Rationalist mustunderstand about grossand subtle.  For example letus analyze.

In a house fan revolves, in the Television apicture appears and motor works.   We

know allinstruments in our house are working indifferent ways.  Electricity isneed

for workingall instruments.   Though theinstruments appear physically,the invisible

electricity which is subtle is need for working all instruments.

We know that for moving the instrument very big power is needed.  That

power isthe electricity.  The working machine whichis physical appears.  But the

electricity which moves the machine doesn’t appear to anybody.    We can see the

electric wire.  But we can’t see theelectricity that passes in it.  Electricity is the

subtle.  So it can’t be appeared.  Though it doesn’t appear to anyone,wecan’t

deny its existence.  We must believe it despite it doesn’t appear. Rationalist says

that work is getting on by electricity, so it is proved. Though it doesn’t appear,its

working is known and it is scientifically proved matter.  Here Rationalists believe

the invisible electricity.

So many kinds of bodies like small and big physicallyappear on the earth.

In that bodies’   power exists that is moving.    As long as power exists, so long
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body moves.  As long as electricity exists so long fan revolves. When power isoff

fan is stopped.  In thisway   body moves as long as power exists, when power is

off bodybecomes unconscious.  The power which moves the fan is named as

electricity.  Similarly the power which moves the body is called Atma power.

Though thename of power is different,  the work is the same.   We gathered much

information to know how electricity is working.     What is the electricity?  How

much is its voltage?   Which kind of metal is necessary for passing the electricity

?  On which type of instruments it works? How it is switch off and switch on?First

how it is originated?For these questions answer is there.  It can be known from

the experiment.

The electricity existsfrom the creationof world. But noone knows   about it.

It was invented recently some hundreds of years back. As the positive and negative

exists in the electricity   from the previous days there are   Dhanadhruva(positive

pole), and Runadhruva (negative pole)   exist.   In the Sky thereis Dhanadhruva.

In the earth thereis Runadhruva.  The elders have been saying that at the beginning

of rainy season aftersummer lightening occurs with the big sound by combiningof

Positive pole and Negative pole.  As the big light and thunder   is being appeared

and   gives shock in the name of thunderstone   results in men and animals are

dying, so it is called Sky electricityfromthe olden days. In Hindi language it is

called AsmaniBijili.

The reason forthe production of Electricity   is  magnetic power of earth.

The magnet has two poles called NorthPole and South Pole and it appears asMilky

Way in the night.   Due to this North and South poles, theelectricity ismade as

positive and negative.  The electricity which is invisible is madefrom the magnetic

power which is invisible.  According to this principle electricityis produced through

the magnets.   Thus far we have known the details of electricity.   Now let us

know about Atma, which exists as electricity.

Electricity moves the machine.  Atma moves the body.   The power of

Electricity iscalled electric power.   The power of Atma is called Atma power.  The

electricity is produced    from the invisible powerof magnetic.    Atma is produced

from the invisible powerthat iseither beginning less or endless.  That power which

is produced from the endless, eternal power equally exists in Rationalists andin

theAtheists. That power of Atma   is useful for all parts in the body of Rationalist.

Even the rationalists do not deny either powerwhich ismoving the body of them

orprimordial power whichis eternal, endless and beginning less power of power.
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As they accept the power in the body, if that power is namedas the power of

Atma, why are they not accepted?

Similarly,  though the power which is being the root of Atmapower and

exists as other than Atma is called Paramatma, anyone  says  about the  word

Paramatmathat it  doesn’t  appropriate to him   and he doesn’t agree  with that.

Is   that argument called  Rationalism?  Why should  deny ifthe consciouspower is

said as Divinepower?Bhagavan said in the Bhagavad- Gita only about the working

power in the body as electric power.   In the  Gita,    what  the power is that is  in

the inner of body,  how it is  and how   it  is  working  at  all people  is described.As

the electric power, which is working in the machine   is described  through the

science,the power of  Atma  which is working  in the body like machine is  described

through the  science. When the power of machine is called science, why not the

power of body is called science?

1) Theelectricity is invisible power.  Atmais also invisible power.

2) The electricity is produced fromone place.  Atmaalsotakes birth from one

centre.

3) The electricity moves the machine.  Atma moves the body like machine.

4) The electricity transmitsfrom one place to another place.  Similarly Atmaalso

transmits from one place to another place.

5) For transmitting of electricity metal is needed.  Similarly fortransmitting of

Atma emptiness (space) is needed.

6) Electricityhas two poles.  Similarly Atma has two poles.

7) Electricity has (+)   and (—)   poles.  Atmahas North and South poles.

8) Electricity has taken birth from the magnetism.  But Atma has taken birth

from thepower that is magnetof the magnets.

9) If the two poles of electricityare made to join then   fire is born. Similarly

the North and South poles of Atma are made to join that is right and left breaths

are made to unite for standing then Jnanagni   takes birth.

10) The reading of electricity is in the meters.  The reading of Atma is in the

Karma chakra,   which is in the head.
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11) The electricity reading is in the units. But the readingof Atma is in the units

like merit and sin.

12) As theelectricity has main station and sub- station, likewise Atmahas mind

as main station and has smallstations as six nerves centers.

13) As machine doesn’t work whenelectricity supply is stopped, likewise if Atma

power is stopped then the organs of body such as legs and hands which are

under the control of that nerves centre do not work.

14) The electricpower should be known.  But the magnetic power and its origin

should not be known.  Similarly Atma may be known.  But theoriginator Paramatma

should not be known.   In so many ways Atma exists in the body like theelectricity

exists atthe outsideof the body.   We named the power in the body as Atma and

its originatoras Paramatma.  Atmawhich is in the body equally exists in the entire

people.  So Rationalistsmust thinkabout the power that is in their body and if

they denyit even God is denied.

Bhagavad- Gita is bound to the science and bound to Rationalism.

Bhagavad-Gita completely condemns    those who are doing the sacrifices, studyof

Veda anddoing Penance by thinking themselves thatthey areTheists.   It revealed

that God should not be attained in the way as you think.  If anyone explores in

the body   then Atma may be known. But Paramatma, who is rootcause for Atma,

should not be known.   Thus far no one hasseen the Paramatma.   For knowing

the God, Atma in the body should be known and that is the wisdom of Atma.   The

construction of temple hasdone inaccordance with the structure of body and the

idol in the sanctumsanctorum ismade in accordance with Atma. It discloses that

when we see the temple and the idol, the body and Atma comes to remember

respectively.

The practice of worship in the temples is for knowingAtma. As theism is

immersed in  Bhagavad-Gita, thosewho do sacrifices, Veda study and doing the

penanceagainst Gita,  without exploring the body   are   not Theists.  Similarly   as

the reasoning of  science and  Rationality  is immersed  completely in   Bhagavad-

Gita,   but to that against  those who  deny the existence of  Atma and Paramatma

are not  either Atheists  or   Rationalists.   It should be known that Bhagavad-Gita

is againstthe existing   theism and Atheism. Gita should not agree with  Theists

and   Rationalists of today.   I wish Rationalists   and Theists to reconsider their

unfaithfulnessand faithfulness respectively.  I am revealing that body is the
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appropriate platform for knowing the real theism and the real rationalism and the

exploration in the body is the real knowledge.

Yours

Indu Dharma Pradata

The sensational writer, Adikarta of Traita doctrine.

Sri Sri Sri Acharya PrabhodandaYogeeswarlu.

Epilogue
In the Dwapara Yuga,Dharmasof God were endangered.   On those days,

saints andMaharshis   left the waysof Divine and engrossed in doing sacrifices,

recitationof mantra and   Penance.  People believedthat devotion of God means

the practices of Maharshis and followed the Maharshis.   There was no one for

saying that it was the right way.  At that circumstancesGod revealedthe Dharmasto

man in the name of boundary (Gita).  ThoughBhagavan revealed like that way,

man of today is crossing the boundary(Gita) and   going down more than

theprevious state. He had forgotten the God and made the demy-Gods in

accordance with his liking.

Now so many religions are made, which were not in the previous

DwaparaYuga,   5160 years back. They have been saying that their religion andtheir

God isthe great.  They   do not in the mood to hear that God is one.  In this way

Maya that is against theGod has got a place in men and made them stamp the

feeling that their devotionis the real devotion.  It made some people misapprehend

that they are faithful to the divinity and keptthem away from the divine.  Similarly

some are made without having faith by raising doubts on the God andmade them

convert toAtheistsor Rationalists.  In this way  men  have been  appearing as  one

who  are faithful  and  one who are unfaithful , but  in the account of  God  all are

unfaithful persons.   So, God said that aneed would arise for establishing the

dharmas on the earth often and then.  In this time  theDharmasof God are

endangered,  in all religions   representatives of  Maya  exist  in the name of

wisdom  despite  God   has come  and said  the Dharmas,  man is not in a position
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to hear.  I have no faith in thosewho do not count the word of God. They may not

count my writing also.   Butmy duty is   revealing the truth.  I   believe that those

who arebeyond the Maya   may grasp it.

If one thousand persons say untruth it won’t become truth,

If one thousand persons deny truth it won’t become untruth.
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